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wedi design surfaces now also in a stunning 

marble look 

Emsdetten, 09 January 2024. Timeless elegance and sustainability: the 

bathroom and wet room specialist wedi launched brand new colour 

options for its seamless Top Line. Ready-to-install wedi Top design 

surfaces are now also available in a modern marble look. Thanks to the 

beautiful marble pattern, they create an elegant atmosphere in the 

bathroom. What's more, they are fitted in no time: these large-format 

surfaces can be installed in just a few simple steps. What's more, they 

also comply with sustainable building due to their natural material 

composition.  

There are 4 new finishes available for designing personal wellness oases. "marble 

white", "marble grey-beige", "marble grey-brown" and "marble black". Another 

advantage of the new design surfaces is their low weight and thickness of only 4 

mm – a clear advantage over large-format tiles. 

Marble look is available for the Top Wall and the Fundo Top 

The new designs are available for main parts of the Top Line, says Vera Ulisch, 

product manager at wedi: "For the Top Wall, our seamless cladding for walls and 

other vertical surfaces, and for the Fundo Top, a seamless shower floor surface 

matched to our flush-to-floor Fundo Primo, Fundo Ligno Plus and Fundo Riolito 

Neo shower elements." Seamless design surfaces combined with matching wedi 

Fundo shower elements form a perfectly coordinated and technically sophisticated 

system. 

 

New format with a manageable width 

The height of the Top Wall in marble look is also new. "It comes with a height of 

2600 mm. This format will also be available for our Flake  and homogeneous Pure 

White surfaces in 2024," says Ulisch. In addition, Top Wall in the new marble look 

is available in a 'handy' width of 600 mm as well as in classic widths of 900 mm 

and 1,200 mm.  

 

For a visually consistent design in the shower area, Fundo Top design surfaces are 

also available in marble look including matching frameless drain covers.   
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Other benefits of design surfaces in the new marble look include:  

 The 4 mm thick mineral core is coated with heavy-duty foil, and as a 

result, the surfaces are resistant to water, UV and chemicals. 

 They are non-slip and seamless. 

 Thanks to the antibacterial surface they are also easy to maintain. 

Installation is quick and easy  

Like all wedi Top Line products, the new design surfaces in marble look are also 

quick and easy to process. The system approach and sophisticated technology 

make the installation especially straightforward. 

 The surfaces are glued to respective wedi system components using wedi 

610 adhesive and sealant. There is no need for laborious drilling and 

screwing. 

 The frameless drain covers included with Fundo Top surfaces in a marble 

look can be used directly with the Fundo shower elements. 

 substrate such as wedi building board, tiles, plaster or plasterboard. 

 If the design surface is too large, it can be easily cut on site with a simple 

hand-held circular saw.  

 

About wedi 

The wedi Group is a leading manufacturer of innovative system solutions for 
bathrooms and wet rooms. The company, founded in 1983 in Emsdetten, 
Westphalia, is known for its building boards with blue XPS core developed by the 
company founder Helmut Wedi. Today, the system provider employs more than 
500 people and is active in over 50 countries. At its two manufacturing plants in 
Germany and the USA, wedi produces complete building systems and design-
oriented components for durable and aesthetic bathrooms. The strategic focus is 
on a high degree of prefabrication and integrated technology to enable safe and 
easy installation. wedi is certified according to the environmental protection 
standard ISO 14001 and pursues a comprehensive sustainability strategy.  

 


